A doubly stochastic matrix is usually defined as an «X« matrix which has nonnegative elements and row and column sums one. If the restriction on the nonnegativity of the elements is ignored, a definition equivalent to the row-column sum condition can be given which does not mention the elements at all. Let u be the «-dimensional column vector whose components are all equal to n~x'2. (We have made \\u\\ -1 for convenience.) An »X« matrix T will have row and column sums one if and only if Tu= T*u = u. In this paper we shall use the term doubly stochastic to describe the members of this larger class of matrices. We label this class 3D«.
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In [2] the author gave a characterization of this matrix class in terms of a certain factoring problem: Theorem 1. Let 1 ©0 denote the n-dimensional vector whose first component equals one and whose remaining components all equal zero and set <?n = {T G sn:» I T(l © 0) = u, T'u = 1 © 0}, showing that, in fact, Jx=(x, u)u. In particular, the mapping / is unique.
The following computation shows that J is self adjoint. Of course, p^O.
Since X*M = p(l©0) and (XY)*E^>i = ^>u, F*(l © 0) = p~xY*X*u -p"1«.
Similarly, X(1©0) =pXFw=p«. It follows that XGp(P, FGp_1(P4,
i.e., that 9CQ>(P, ^O.p-x(PA. If it happens that ty = 9CA, then p=p-1 and we must have | p| = 1. The inclusions may be proper. Suppose <P contains three distinct nonsingular elements P, F2, and F3. Define X = (?-{ Tx}. By Lemma 2, T2XA = S>U-{T2T?}. But, since T,^T,, TrxT2Tx*^Ti* and it follows that r3-ir2rfG9C'i = <y. Whence TtiT^TiT?) -T2TX*EX%
